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ABSTRACT
The main goal of this thesis is to introduce the reader to event cameras and their
novel sensors. Instead of capturing synchronous frames at fixed intervals, event
cameras measure brightness changes independently and continuously at every
pixel. Event cameras have bio-inspired sensors, that are capable of producing
edge-like presentations from moving objects in the scenery. Event cameras do not
suffer from image artifacts and motion blur, which can be found in conventional
frame-based cameras. Some other benefits that event-based sensors have over
conventional frame-based sensors include high temporal resolution, high dynamic
range, low latency and low power, making them a viable option for robotics and
high-speed imaging. The thesis begins with an introduction to digital imaging and
a comparison between currently popular image sensors and new event camera
sensors. Event camera will be introduced, including its functionality, applications,
issues and advantages over conventional cameras. During the latter part of this
thesis, event simulators are introduced and pipelines for generating synthetic
datasets are demonstrated. Finally, these event datasets are generated and
visualized.
Keywords: image sensors, machine vision, low-latency, high dynamic range
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Tämän opinnäytetyön tavoitteena on esitellä lukija tapahtumakameroihin
ja niissä käytettäviin uudenlaisiin konenäköantureihin. Perinteisten kuvien
tuottamisen sijaan, tapahtumakamerat tuottavat jatkuvaa tapahtumatietoa
mittaamalla kirkkauden vaihtelua yksittäisissä pikseleissä. Tapahtumakamerat
hyödyntävät biologisesta silmästä mallinnettuja konenäköantureita, jotka
pystyvät tuottamaan reunamaisia esityksiä liikkuvista kohteista kameran
näkökentässä. Tapahtumakamerat eivät kärsi digitaalisista artefakteista tai
liike-epäterävyydestä, joita esiintyy perinteisissä kuvantamisen menetelmissä.
Muihin ominaisuuksiin kuuluu muun muassa korkea ajallinen resoluutio,
korkea dynamiikka, matala viive ja matala energiankulutus, minkä ansiosta
tapahtumakamerat ovat erinomainen vaihtoehto robotiikassa ja nopean
liikkeen kuvantamisessa. Opinnäytetyö alkaa yleisesti digitaalisen kuvantamisen
esittelyllä sekä nykyisten kuvantamisen menetelmien ja tapahtumakameroiden
vertailulla. Tapahtumakamera esitellään yksityiskohtaisemmin siihen liittyvien
toiminnallisuuksien, sovelluksien, ongelmien ja hyötyjen osalta. Opinnäytetyön
jälkimmäisessä osassa esitellään tapahtumadataa sisältävien tietoaineistojen
luomiseksi kehitettyjä simulaattoreita. Lopuksi eri menetelmillä saatuja tuloksia
vertaillaan.
Avainsanat: kuvasensorit, konenäkö, matala viive, laajasävykuva
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charge-coupled device
active-pixel sensor
complementary metal oxide semiconductor
rounds per minute
frames per second
dynamic vision sensor
dynamic and active pixel vision sensor
simultaneous localization and mapping
open event camera simulator
robotic operating system
virtual machine
video to events simulator

t
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log E
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time
irradiance
logarithmic irradiance
photocurrent
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scientists have tried to model the operational principle of the human eye and
implement it into image sensors for centuries. Improvements in image sensors have
enabled the development of different fields in digital imaging, e.g. image recognition
and autonomous vehicles. Despite the improvements, conventional cameras still suffer
from input lag, motion blur and low dynamic range in high-speed, noisy environments.
Event cameras differ greatly from regular digital imaging. Instead of capturing
frames at intervals tied to a clock, event cameras measure events only from brightness
changes in individual pixels. Event cameras are very efficient at capturing movement
and possess great benefits over conventional cameras, such as low-latency, no motion
blur and high dynamic range. These properties make event cameras very desirable for
robotics and autonomous vehicles with high speeds and changing angular velocity.
Event cameras are fairly new concept and have been commercially available only
for a couple of years. In addition to the low number of event cameras currently on the
market, they cost considerably more than conventional cameras. To combat this issue,
we are going to introduce simulators to demonstrate the possibilities of event cameras.
The next chapter introduces the current state-of-the-art in digital imaging, issues
with current sensors and the steps towards event cameras. In Chapter 3, the objective
is to introduce the event camera to the reader, including its functionality, applications,
advantages and problems. At the end of Chapter 3, a few different ways of simulating
event cameras are presented, demonstrated and eventually used in generating event
datasets during Chapter 4.
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2. DIGITAL IMAGING
The field of digital imaging has been progressing for over a decade since the first
digital image was captured in 1920. Traditional digital image sensors can be divided
into two main types: charge-coupled device (CCD) and active-pixel sensor (APS), also
known as the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. CMOS
sensors have become the technology of choice for almost all digital-video cameras and
smartphones on the market. Vision-based sensors have also become the standard in
autonomous vehicles and industrial robotics because of the benefits that vision-based
sensing offers; they are flexible and can be implemented for specific applications. In
the early days, cameras used mechanical shutters to control light exposure on the film.
Mechanical shutters still find use today in digital cameras used for photography, but
they cannot be used for shooting high frame rate video. Instead of using moving parts
like blades or disks to block and expose the sensor, electronic shutters have become
a popular choice for compact digital cameras and smart phones. Electronic shutters
expose light to the vision sensor by activating and deactivating pixels at certain times.
Two different methods with different properties and applications are used in electronic
shutters, called global shutter and rolling shutter. In order to record video, cameras
capture images at fixed intervals tied to an internal clock called frames per second
(FPS).
The field of machine vision has been using frame-based imagery for teaching
machines to see the world and acquire information about it. Machines have been taught
to execute various human tasks with such high speed and precision that humans would
not be able to do them. However, in high-speed, noisy environments where precision
is valued, critical information may be lost in between two frames because of the high
latency of conventional cameras. Frame-based cameras also tend to suffer from motion
blur and other digital artifacts distorting the frames. In the following section, the reader
will be introduced to two electronic shutter technologies implemented in CMOS image
sensors.

2.1. Global Shutter Cameras
Digital cameras capture images by exposing the image sensor for a certain period
of time, referred as shutter speed or exposure time. A global shutter is either a
mechanical or electronic shutter that exposes all image sensor pixels simultaneously
for the determined exposure time. After the exposure, all charges are read from the
sensor pixel array and computed to create the resulting digital image. As a result of
the simultaneous exposure of all pixels, global shutter cameras are able to capture
snapshots of fast-moving objects without spatial distortion. The operation of global
shutter is depicted in Figure 1. Global shutter cameras are ideal for capturing still
images but suffer from sensor latency and are not suitable for shooting high frame rate
video. Sensors with increasing spatial resolution eventually become slower since more
pixel charge values need to be read in between the exposures to capture the frame.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. In global shutter mode all pixel sensors are closed before exposure (a).
During exposure all pixel sensors are simultaneously exposed to collect light from
scene (b). Simultaneous exposure allows taking a snapshot of fast-moving objects. In
this example, a still image is captured from fan blades rotating at approximately 1000
rounds per minute (RPM) with Nikon D5000 (c).
2.2. Rolling Shutter Cameras

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. In rolling shutter mode the pixel sensors are exposed one row at a time,
starting from top (a) to bottom (b). This scanning procedure is prone to cause digital
artifacts in resulting images. In this example a rolling shutter effect is present when
capturing an image from fan blades rotating at 1000 RPM with Honor 20 Pro (c).
Rolling shutter mode captures frames differently than global shutter cameras.
Instead of capturing a snapshot of the scene by exposing all pixels simultaneously,
rolling shutter scans across the scene rapidly by exposing one row of pixels at a given
time. Usually, starting from top to bottom or left to right. The operation of rolling
shutter is depicted in Figure 2. Rolling shutter mode holds a couple of benefits over
global shutter; firstly, rolling shutter enables faster image readout because charges
can be read from individual pixel rows immediately after exposure. Rolling shutter
technology costs a fraction of the price of global shutter and its dynamic range is wider
compared to global shutter. For these reasons, rolling shutters are used on almost every
smartphone and digital camera. Rolling shutter cameras are suitable for most scientific
use cases but suffer from digital artifacts when the camera or object motion is too rapid.
For example, rolling shutter causes skew when imaging fast moving objects, because
different parts of the moving object are exposed at different times.
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2.3. Towards Event Based Vision
Neuromorphic engineering has sought to build a vision sensor capable of performing
similar to the human eye. The human eye does not capture an object as an image frame
but instead focuses on the object and receives a continuous flow of photons reflected
from the object onto the eyes retina. Neurons on the retina collect the photons and send
pulses of information to the brain’s visual cortex, where the information is processed
to actually perceive the object.
In 1991, M. Mahowald and C. Mead [1] announced a new way of imaging
by mimicking the principles of the human eye on a silicon retina. In a silicon
retina, a single photoreceptor contains a sensor and adaptive circuitry to adjust
to changes in light levels. These photoreceptors are connected to their neighbors
with variable resistors, resulting in a network supplying feedback on the average
amount of light hitting the nearby photoreceptors. The silicon retina outputs detected
brightness changes in the scene by comparing the detected light level in the individual
photoreceptor with its nearby local average. The silicon retina is efficient at detecting
edges and moving objects while disregarding uniform areas and backgrounds.
The silicon retina was a new, revolutionary way of imaging and has since been
influential in research of neuromorphic engineering. Today’s event cameras are the
avant-garde of digital imaging and their properties, in many regards, derive from the
original silicon retina. During the next chapter, the reader is introduced to event
cameras and their working principles.
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3. BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED EVENT CAMERA
Event cameras perceive the world differently than traditionally working shutter
cameras. Instead of capturing synchronous frames at fixed intervals, event cameras
measure changes in intensity independently and continuously at every pixel. Event
cameras are inspired by biological human vision. Magnocellular cells are specific
neurons located in the human eyes retina that output visual information directly to the
brain via the magnocellular pathway. The magnocellular system has high temporal
resolution and is sensitive to changes and movements in the visual field [2]. In event
cameras, a single pixel represents a human magno-cell in this fashion. Event camera
features and applications will be discussed in more detail during the next sections.

Figure 3. Comparison between outputs of standard camera and event camera looking
at rotating disk with black dot [3]. If the disk stopped rotating, standard camera would
continue to capture frames while event camera would have no output. Copyright ©
2019, Reprinted with permission from IEEE.

3.1. Functionality of Event Camera
Instead of capturing frames using shutter technology like conventional cameras, event
cameras respond to brightness changes continuously and independently at every pixel.
General pixel stores the photocurrent I of last triggered event and compares it to the
output of the pixel circuitry. Global threshold values C1 and C2 (Generally ±C) are
offset from the reset voltage to detect increasing and decreasing changes in brightness
[4]. The function of vision sensors that measure the radiant flux of light falling per unit
area is known as irradiance E. To achieve high dynamic range, event cameras measure
brightness changes in logarithmic irradiance L = log E . When the input exceeds the
set threshold value, either an "ON" or "OFF" event is triggered.
Event cameras are considered non-redundant. No events are captured when there are
no changes in the scenery, hence lowering the amount of data generated by the sensor.
Comparing this to conventional frame cameras, which continue capturing the "same
frame" even when no changes happen. This concept is further depicted in Figure 3.
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3.2. Event Camera Design
While writing this thesis, there were only a couple of commercially available event
cameras.1 In the following sections the reader will be introduced to two widely
researched event based vision sensors, Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) and Dynamic
and Active Pixel Vision Sensor (DAVIS).

3.2.1. DVS
DVS was invented by Lichtsteiner et al. [4] and is the first practical presentation
of event camera. DVS sensor is composed of a 128×128 pixel array where each
pixel has a photoreceptor and a differencing circuit that automatically controls the
individual pixel gain and quickly reacts to illumination changes. Every pixel has four
properties: row and column address (x, y), time (t) and polarity of the event (ON
or OFF). Compared to global or rolling shutter cameras, where pixels measure the
absolute brightness at exposure, DVS pixels measure the brightness continuously and
on a logarithmic scale. Comparators compare the output of the circuitry against the
set thresholds to detect increasing and decreasing changes. DVS camera and output of
events can be viewed in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) DVS events from driving scenario, (b) DVS event camera. [4] Copyright
© 2008, Reprinted with permission from IEEE.

3.2.2. DAVIS
Even though DVS is efficient at processing brightness changes, many applications
need static information from the scene. DAVIS is a more advanced version of DVS
event camera with an added circuitry and a larger pixel array of 240×180 pixels. In
DAVIS sensor [5], a single photodiode shares both APS and DVS circuits to produce
simultaneously both asynchronous events and synchronous frames. The DVS part of
1

https://github.com/uzh-rpg/event-based_vision_resources#devices
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the pixel is the same as explained in Section 3.2.1 and APS is the same introduced in
Chapter 2. The combined properties of DVS and APS sensors enable more applications
than standalone DVS. Events can be used to track high-speed objects and frames can
be used for image recognition. DAVIS simultaneous events and frames with feature
tracking are depicted in Figure 5.

(a)

Figure 5. (a) Spatio-temporal view of the output of the DAVIS (frames and events)
and trajectories of different tracked features. Features are being tracked during blindtime between two frames with events, spiral-like trajectories implicate that the object
is rotating [6]. Copyright © 2016, Reprinted with permission from IEEE.

3.3. Benefits of Event Cameras
Event cameras propose numerous advantages over standard cameras. The main four
are mentioned here:
High temporal resolution: Event cameras have a quick response to recognized
motion. Events are able to be detected and timestamped with a microsecond resolution
because every pixel detects brightness changes independently. As a result of the high
temporal resolution, event cameras do not suffer from motion blur like conventional
cameras.
High dynamic range: Very high dynamic range in event cameras > 130 dB [5]
compared to 60 dB in conventional cameras enables event cameras to function in
uncontrolled lighting conditions. Event cameras are able to see in very dark and bright
environments and even when these two environments change very frequently. This is
possible due to the photoreceptors of each pixel operating on a logarithmic scale.
Low latency: All pixels measure independently and there is no need to wait for the
exposure time of the full frame. This allows the detected changes to be transmitted at
latencies as low as 3 µs [5].
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Low power: Because of event cameras do not capture redundant data, power is only
used in pixels detecting brightness changes. At a chip level, with a 240 × 180 pixel
sensor, around 5 mW to 14 mW power consumption is expectable depending on the
activity sensed by DVS [5].

3.4. Applications of Event Cameras
Because of the advantages described earlier, there are many territories where event
cameras have already proven to be more beneficial compared to conventional cameras.
Event cameras can operate in real-time interaction systems where lightning conditions
change rapidly and low latency and power are important [7]. Research has found out
that event cameras can be used for feature detection and tracking in traffic monitoring
[8] and person tracking [9], corner detection [10], optical flow estimation [11], [12],
high speed (>5000 FPS) video generation from events with image reconstruction [3],
estimating depth with single event camera in real-time with 3D reconstruction [7],
object recognition and identification [13], motion analysis and gesture recognition
[14], simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [15], [16]. There are numerous
other applications not mentioned here and more are expected to surface when event
cameras become more widely available.

3.5. Known Issues
Event cameras are still quite a recent discovery in the field of digital imaging and new
algorithms need to be designed to fully utilize their novel sensors. This is because
the current advanced state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms used to learn from
frame based imagery can not be, at least straightly, implemented with events.
Current event based sensors have small spatial resolution. This is due to the fact that
the event capturing circuitry takes up most of the pixel size. DVS has a pixel size of
40 × 40 µm2
[4] which is quite large to fit in small sensors. The event cameras presented earlier in
Section 3.2 have pixel resolutions of 14.4 kP (DVS) and 38.4 kP (DAVIS). These are
considerably low compared to present-day smart phones achieving on average over 10
MP resolutions. Recently companies like Prophesee [17] have advanced their sensors
to achieve 4,86 µm pixel size with over 1 MP spatial resolution, allowing wider range
of applications to be introduced to event cameras.
Event cameras are not commercially available to the general public. Currently,
they are mainly used for research purposes and have not been mass produced. Some
prototypes are available but currently cost significantly more than conventional CMOS
digital cameras.
Considering the problem of the unavailability of the cameras for research, there is
also a shortage of datasets for event camera vision. Large archives of datasets are
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already available for free to train conventional machine vision algorithms2 . Compared
to event camera research there is only a dozen of datasets available3 .

3.6. Simulators
Event cameras are expensive and not available for all research groups. To address this
issue, a couple of event camera simulators have been designed to generate event data on
standard hardware. Some of these simulators include v2e [18] to simulate events from
intensity frames and Open Event Camera Simulator (ESIM) [19] to generate events
with different rendering engines. In this thesis, we focus solely on ESIM, explaining
the diverse ways of generating event data and ultimately generating our own datasets.
ESIM is an open-source project and a powerful tool to generate synthetic event
labeled data for algorithm prototyping and deep learning purposes. ESIM uses Robotic
Operating System (ROS) to run the simulations and to save the event data in individual
rosbags for later usage. It is able to simulate events very accurately thanks to the
tight integration of the rendering engine and the event simulator [19]. Other features
include Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) simulation, camera pose estimation, angular
and linear velocity estimation and it is able to generate depth and optic flow maps from
scene and camera movement. Events are produced from predicted brightness changes
computed from rendered irradiance and motion field maps on a logarithmic scale.
ESIM supports several different rendering engines for event simulation, including
OpenGL 3D rendering engine, to use 3D models with camera trajectories straight from
Blender4 or textured 3D object files as scenery, a planar renderer to generate events
from 3D camera motion on a plane with an attached texture, and a photorealistic
rendering engine based on Unreal Engine to generate very high quality event data.
The event simulator is also capable of simulating events from videos, which enables
recycling of older frame-based datasets. A Gaussian filter is included to simulate
motion blur occurring in fast-movement video captured with conventional CMOS
cameras. The simulator comes packed with datasets, including 3D and planar models
with a discrete set of camera poses ready to be used out of the box. Simulation
snapshots including properties from the ESIM 3D model dataset can be viewed in
Figure 6.
ESIM enables the creation of large synthetic datasets without the physical event
camera itself. In Chapter 4, we are going to use ESIM to create our own datasets from
scratch.

2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_datasets_for_machinelearning_research
3
https://github.com/uzh-rpg/event-based_vision_resources#datasets
4
https://blender.org/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 6. Event camera simulation from datasets included with ESIM (a) Events
(Positive and Negative), (b) DVS events simulation, (c) Depth map, (d) Optical flow
map (arrows pointing direction of object), (e) Optical flow map (color coded), (f)
Edge estimation, (g) 3D point cloud presentation constructed from events and for
comparison (h) texture used in the 3D model.
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4. SIMULATING EVENT CAMERA
In this chapter, two different ways of generating event-based datasets are introduced
to the reader. They both utilize ESIM as event simulator and are able to create a wide
range of event datasets from infinitely different scenarios. The goal is to present the
workflow of generating these event datasets from start to finish with varying resources
available for the researchers and present the results. The two following methods are
covered during the next sections: generating events from 3D models and generating
events from videos.

4.1. Generating Datasets from 3D Models
Generating event datasets from 3D models can be time-consuming and requires skills
in modelling, but is suitable for almost every researcher group because of the wide
range of possible scenarios. OpenGL renderer is designed to simulate large amounts
of data fast from simple textured 3D scenes [19]. A fragment shader calculates
each pixel’s intensity in the image plane by sampling textures provided with the 3D
model. Events are generated from observed intensity changes in these pixels. Camera
trajectories use continuous time representation based on splines and can be loaded from
a camera trajectory file designed in Blender. Users also have the option to generate a
random trajectory within ESIM [19]. Pipeline of generating events from 3D models
is depicted in Figure 7. A 3D dataset will be generated using a 3D model mimicking
traffic on a road. Visualization of these events can be viewed in Section 4.3.

Figure 7. Overview of how to create events using OpenGL renderer. Steps 1-5: 1.
Export 3D model as obj. file and generate csv. trajectory file containing a discrete
set of camera poses, 2. Set camera parameters for rendering engine e.g. contrast
threshold values, exposure times, 3. ESIM sends the current camera pose and twist to
the rendering engine, 4. Rendering engine returns new render of irradiance and motion
field maps for the current camera pose, 5. ESIM visualizes events from occurring
brightness changes between the renders and saves them for later use in a rosbag.
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4.2. Generating Datasets from Videos
Simulating events from videos is an efficient way of creating event datasets with
standard CMOS cameras. Research groups can choose between capturing their own
videos or use existing frame-based video material. Recycling existing frame-based
datasets can be very efficient; however, simulating events will not work for any video.
The input video needs to have a high enough frame rate so the pixel displacement
between two successive images stays small. Too large pixel displacement will cause
quality problems in the simulated events. If the research groups decide to capture
their own video, the camera must equally output high enough FPS to ensure the
quality of the events. Pipeline of generating events from videos is depicted in Figure
8. To demonstrate proof of concept, two event datasets will be created by recycling
NVIDIA Self Driving Car Training Set5 and Need For Speed dataset6 , both used to
teach traditional machine vision systems. Visualization of these events can be viewed
in Section 4.3.

Figure 8. Overview of how to create events using videos. Steps 1-4: 1. Export the
video to a sequence of individual frames and create an images.csv file containing image
timestamps and filepaths to images, 2. Provide the image folder to ESIM, 3. Set
the parameters e.g. contrasts threshold values, 4. ESIM visualizes the events from
occurring brightness changes between two frames and saves them for later use in a
rosbag.

4.3. Results
3D-model was built to be used in OpenGL event simulation and can be viewed in
Figure 9. The model was built using Blender and exported as .obj file. A camera
trajectory containing the camera position and angle was exported into a .csv file.
Video included in Need For Speed dataset was sliced into frames, and the frames were
timestamped using a script included with ESIM. NVIDIA dataset came in individual
frames and was also timestamped.
5

https://www.kaggle.com/sameerqayyum/nvidia-self-driving-cartraining-set
6
http://ci2cv.net/nfs/index.html
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(a)

Figure 9. (a) 3D-model build to generate a event dataset. A stationary camera is located
above the road, tracking traffic going in both directions. Cars have been simulated
to travel along designated paths at different speeds. The resulting dataset could find
further use in object tracking, recognition and speed estimation.
Simulations were run on Ubuntu 18.04 using Oracle VM VirtualBox7 and ROS
Melodic Morenia8 . A couple of problems were encountered when trying to simulate
events with OpenGL renderer. For some reason, ESIM could not launch the
simulations utilizing all processor cores and the number of utilized cores had to be
dropped down to one. This caused some uncontrollable latency issues when simulating
large 3D models and they had to be scaled down in size. Also, because of the latency
issues, the rendering depth rate had to be kept low, and a perfect camera position and
angle had to be tested to ensure the whole view rendering. Considering these problems,
the generated events from 3D-model still remained sharp enough and the car edges are
easily visible in Figure 10.
No problems were faced generating the event datasets from frame-based videos. The
difference between the two used frame-based datasets was that they were recorded with
different frame rates, to visualize the problem with pixel displacement occurring in
low frame rate videos. Fast-moving objects have a tendency to travel too many pixels
between two frames, causing bold disfigured edges in simulated events in Figure 12.
With a high frame rate, this problem does not occur and simulated events construct
sharp edges around moving objects in Figure 11.

7
8

https://virtualbox.org/
https://wiki.ros.org/melodic
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Figure 10. Events generated from build 3D-model. Simulated APS frames have some
motion blur because of the included Gaussian filter. Events on the other hand create
sharp presentations of the moving cars and do not suffer from motion blur. When there
is no ongoing traffic in the camera view, no events are generated. ON and OFF events
are labeled red and blue, respectively.
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Figure 11. Events generated from Need for Speed dataset filmed with 240 FPS.
Original frames are also shown for comparison. Uniform areas like snowy cliffs
and sky disappear when events are generated. Some event noise is visible in some
figures due to the cameras movement. ON and OFF events are labeled red and blue,
respectively.
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Figure 12. Events generated from Self Driving Car Training Set filmed with low FPS ≈
60, display the problem with pixel displacement between two frames. Event edges are
significantly bolder than in previous dataset and disfigure the moving objects. When
the car and the scene are still, little to no events are generated, as assumed.
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5. DISCUSSION
Event-based vision sensors are a groundbreaking invention that carries many
advantages over traditional frame-based vision sensing, such as low latency, low power
and high dynamic range. It seems that, even though the years of development and the
popularity of frame-based CMOS vision sensors, event cameras and their novel way of
imaging find high interest in many applications in the field of computer vision. Event
cameras definitely have the potential to become the industry standard in applications,
where high temporal resolution and high dynamic range are necessity, e.g. high-speed
autonomous robotics in environments with varying brightness conditions. They could
also become more popular in places with low power consumption needs, including
always-on digital surveillance and ubiquitous computing.
Research has already shown that event cameras can be utilized in a wide variety of
different applications. Still, event cameras can not be held as superior, since some of
the applications rely on combined information of both frame- and event-based sensors
like DAVIS to provide high quality results. To make event processing more efficient,
new algorithms and hardware need to be designed, to make the shift from frame-based
systems possible.
Even though the current availability of event cameras is poor and they
cost significantly more than traditional cameras, they will eventually become a
more popular sensor choice in many fields of computer vision. Currently, they also fall
far behind the current state-of-the-art CMOS sensors in spatial resolution, but common
CMOS technology has been around for decades, and event-based vision sensors are
still quite a new discovery. Some tech giants like Samsung have already invested in
their own event-based vision sensors, and more are likely to follow, generating more
interest in the technology.
Even without event cameras, different event simulators can be used to pursue
research on new algorithms and applications. Synthetic event datasets are considerably
easy to build from scratch, even for a beginner, and provide a workaround for the lack
of event camera datasets. 3D modelling tools like Blender can be used to build an
infinite number of different simulations, and high frame rate videos from real-world
scenarios can be converted into event data.
Event cameras are currently experiencing the same evolution that the common
CMOS sensor experienced during its first stages. If the development continues and
the popularity of event cameras rises, a drop in prices and increased availability of
these cameras is to be expected in the following years.
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6. SUMMARY
The goal of this thesis was to introduce the reader to a novel way of digital imaging
with event cameras. The functionality of event cameras was presented, including
researched applications and known issues. Conventional ways of digital imaging were
presented in the earlier part of this thesis along with the advantages of event cameras
compared to these conventional ways.
This thesis demonstrates that, though event cameras are not widely available, a wide
variety of synthetic datasets can be generated with simulators for research purposes.
During the latter part of the thesis, two different pipelines for generating these
event datasets were demonstrated using ESIM. In addition, a few event datasets were
generated and visualized for the reader.
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